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First of all, thank you for your careful guidance of this article. Revision has 
been made according to the suggestions of the reviewer: 
 
Reviewer: 06099541 
In this retrospective study, to observe the effect of Kuntai capsule combined 
with FMT on the endocrine index and uterine artery blood circulation of 
patients with decreased ovarian reserve function, 130 patients with decreased 
ovarian reserve function were divided into two groups. This topic is actual 
and well described. The paper is written well, the Introduction give a good 
overview about the study background and the authors raised clearly the aim 
of the study. The description of material studied is accurate and allows to 
draw the conclusions. The material studied is large enough and allows to 
draw the conclusions. The Results are presented clearly and have been 
discussed well. Comments 1: Please describe the results in more detail in the 
text, and some important data need to be listed in the text; Comments 2: 
Please add limitations of your study to the discussion; Comments 3: Please 
make changes to some minor erroneous wording in the manuscript, such as 
delete "And" on page 2 line 12, there is an unusual character in Table 5 on 
page 16, which needs to be modified, etc. Please check some of the references. 
Reviewer: 06099545 
Manuscript Title: Effect of Kuntai Capsule combined with Fumatong on 
Endocrine Indexes and Uterine Arterial Circulation in Patients with Reduced 
Ovarian Reserve Function. 1- Title reflected the main subject/hypothesis of 



the manuscript. 2- The abstract summarized and reflect the described in the 
manuscript. 3- Key words reflected the focus of the manuscript. 4- The 
manuscript adequately described the background, presented status and 
significance of the study. 5- The manuscript described methods (e.g., General 
information, Diagnostic criteria, Inclusion and exclusion criteria, Detection 
method, Curative effect standard and Scoring standard, etc.) in adequate 
detail. 6- The research objectives are achieved by the experiments used in this 
study. Authors observed the effect of Kuntai capsule combined with FMT on 
the endocrine index and uterine artery blood circulation of patients with 
decreased ovarian reserve function. 7- The manuscript interpreted the 
findings adequately and appropriately, highlighting the key points concisely, 
clearly and logically. 8- Manuscript included sufficient, good quality Tables. 
9- The manuscript cited appropriately the latest, important and authoritative 
references in the introduction and discussion sections. 10- The manuscript is 
well, concisely and coherently organized and presented and the style is 
accurate and appropriated. I recommend accepting this manuscript for 
publication after a minor language and grammar editing. 
Thank you for your advice. 
 
1. The results are described in more detail in the text, and some important 
data are listed in the text. 2. In the discussion, the limitations of the research 
were added. 3. Some detailed vocabulary in the manuscript has been revised. 
4. Corrected the unit errors in the table and checked the references. 
 
Thank you again for publishing our manuscript in the World Journal of 

Clinical Cases. 
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